Introduction
Threat assessment is an important part of level 3 data fusion, as defined in [I] . The goal of level 2 data fusion [I] , is to provide an accurate picture of current enemy activity. Given this information about the current time instant, the goal of threat assessment is to extrapolate it into the future to see which own objects are most threatened, and to determine which enemy objects pose the greatest threat. This is a complex task involving modeling the enemy's units, objectives, estimated knowledge about our forces, and doctrines.
The role of threat assessment in level 3 data fusion and its relation to the worst-case risk assessment studied here is discussed further in section 2.1.
The algorithm presented in this paper is designed to give a worst-case scenario of what important locations the enemy objects can reach within certain time limits, given the terrain and the estimated mobility capabilities of the enemy objects. In section 3 we describe how the algorithm works.
Many important optimization problems can not be solved exactly in an efficient way (see, e.g., [2, 3] ). For many problems there are, however, fast, approximate methods that will in most cases give a solution that is "good enough". One such algorithm, building on ideas from biology, is anf colony optimization (ANTS) [4, 51. In nature, ants communicate by deploying pheromone (smell) paths that indicate the way between the ant-hill and food supplies. In the ANTS algorithm, ants are simulated agents who move through a search space or energy landscape looking for good locations. When an ant has found a sufficiently good place, it stops and distributes a pheromone along the path it took from its starting position. In our case, ants stan from locations of enemy units as given by level 2 data fusion, and their goals are positions of own units. ' Ihe ants will use the smell in addition to geographical and military-value information to determine where to move. The ANTS algorithm is described in more detail in sections 2.2 and 3. Since we assume that the enemy ants can determine when they have reached an own force-location, the output of our method will be a worst-case result.
Results of the ANTS method for a test scenario are shown in sections 4 and 5 , where we give some suggestions for how to present the avenues of approach to a user. Section 6 compares the effective potential determined by ANTS with a calculated potential. Finally, sections 7 to 9 discusses our results and presents some ideas for future extensions of the method.
Background

Threat versus worst-case risk
Threat assessment is one of the most important and challenging parts of an information fusion system. The method presented in this paper gives a very fast way o f obtaining possible avenues of approach given a situation assessment. It does not provide a complete threat analysis. Rather, the output of our algorithm is a map showing an "intelligent guess" as to what areas of the map the enemy may reach. The method will very quickly display a first guess and will then refine this incrementally until it converges to an approximation of the enemy's avenues of approach. Our algorithm basically simulates many imaginary enemy units doing local searches for own units; this is what makes it a worst-case risk assessment tool. An "exact" threat assessment would assume that the enemy has uncertain information, assign relevant probabilities or beliefs, and produce a ranked list of the enemy's probable objectives and the paths to them. Such a system could use our ant-based algorithm as a subsystem, combining the output of several runs of this subsystem using, e.g., some sort of Dempster-Shafer [6] or random set [7] formalism. Given a Dempster-Shafer belief function describing a situation picture, the ANTS method could be run for each of its focal elements. Attaching the corresponding probability mass to the resulting avenues would then produce a belief function over avenues of approach. Despite the heuristical nature of ANTS, we argue that this kind of method is an important and indeed necessary pan of an operational information fusion system. Our antbased risk assessor provides a real-time indication of where enemy units might pose the biggest threat. Obtaining a threat analysis that is provably correct or correct with probability 1 -F using current methods requires a very large amount of computer resources. Our method, in contrast, runs in real-time and incrementally improves its output. Even in a command and control system that has B complete threat assessment module, an approximate solution such as ours has its place. The output of the fast, approximate algorithm can be used to aid in quick decisions. By comparing the output of this algorithm with the one from a slower but more accurate method, we can find out if the first suggestion was indeed correct. This is very similar to how humans often make a first guess, perhaps without knowing all the facts, and later refine their answer after thinking about the problem. It it also possible that a comparison between the worst-case analysis of ANTS and the action actually taken by the enemy could help us in determining how much the opposite side actually knows.
By having several different subsystems performing the same or nearly the same function, we also gain robustness for the overall system -some parts of it can break down and it will still he able to function. An additional benefit of having two or more subsystems performing the same task is that if the different methods give different results, something extraordinary (e.g.. a completely new military strategy is adopted by the enemy) might be taking place and human operatorslanalysts need to look at the situation in more detail.
Our method can be used for worst-case risk assessment on all levels of force aggregation. It is just as easy to determine where a single tank might he headed as it is to determine where a battalion is going. Note that the geographicalflocational information might actually be more accurate for a battalion since there are more restrictions where it can go (e.g., it needs a corridor of certain width).
Ants and Swarm Intelligence
ANTS is a form of collective, intelligent agent system. It is similar to other models for swarm intelligence and crowd behavior (e.g., [S, 91). It was first used by Dorigo (e.g ANTS is very similar to random walk or diffusion based methods for solving optimization problems, but adds interaction between the walkers to produce results more quickly.
An ant is an agent that moves in the space of all solutions to the problem. The movement is basically a random walk but with one addition. An ant that reaches a good solution to the problem distributes a smell along the path it took to reach this solution. This smell is then sensed by other ants and increases their probability to move IO a site with a high smell. This will lead to many ants being attracted to good sites. This process is similar to that used by real ants to communicate paths to food-sources; hence the name "ants" for the agents. ANTS is suited primarily for problems that have a natural representation in a low-dimensional metric space or a graph of not too high connectivity.
Note that the way we use ANTS here is different from traditional optimization. We do not solve an optimization problem. The smell, which gives the ants their ability to solve optimization problems, is here the output of the method. This smell determines avenues of approach, that is, locations where the enemy may move.
It is instructive to compare the ANTS method with tracking methods. The model for how the agents move is similar to that used in for example particle filtering (e.g., [15]), but adds some extra non-linearity in the form of the use of the smell. This leads to a different, more explicit, kind of interaction between the agents than in tracking models. In a way, we can say that the smell takes the place of observations when we attempt to predict future positions. Active walker models similar to the ants used here have previously been used to model formation of trails and crowd behavior (e.g., [SI). One application of this which is somewhat similar to our risk analysis is in urban planning. Another possible application of methods such as these is to crowd-control; here ANTS would he used to predict where a crowd will move.
The ANTS algorithm
Our method is best explained by examining a situation with one enemy unit. Start by inserting N ants at its location. In each time-step, each ant randomly selects a neighbor of its current location and moves there. The probability is not uniform over all neighbors. Instead, the type of the unit represented by the ant and the terrain is taken into account so that, e.g., it is more probable for a tank to move along a road than into a forest. It is also more probable to move into a position that has a high military significance, e.g., with own units nearby, on top of a hill, etc. The probabilities are also modified by smell/pheromone traces left there by other ants. Initially, there is no smell anywhere in the map. As soon as an ant reaches a favorable military position (e.g., one of the target units), it stops and distributes a smell along the way it took to reach its goal.
An ant can represent any of several diffcrent types of enemy units, from an infantry-squad to a battalion of tanks. The ants basically perform interacting random walks with probabilities that are site-dependent.
An ant at position x uses three kinds of information to determine its future position. First, we have geographical information T ( y , x) that simply says how long it would take the ant to reach each of the neighboring sites of x.
This information is predetermined and comes from a terrain database of the battlefield. It is different for ants that represent different kinds of enemy units. This information is taken as fixed in our current simulations, but it is straightforward to change this in real-time in order to implement changes in accessibility due to war activity (e.g., a bombed bridge should he reflected in this information).
The second component, denoted F ( y ) , is related to the strategic importance of different locations y. TXis is highest where the targets that the ants try to reach (i.e., our units) are. A human operator could change this field using their intuition and experience of where the important part of the battle will take place.
The third part is the smell distributed by other ants, S(y, t). At t = 0, this is initialized to 0 for all y:
1. while maximum time not reached (a) for all ants i i. set x=current position of anti ii. randomly select a neighbor of x using equa tion 3 and move a n t i there iii. ifant i at target then A. update smell for all sites visited by ant B. kill a n t i x to y, S and F are the smell and value fields introduced above, and = 1 and ~f = 1 are weights determining the relative importances of the different fields. The constant of proportionality is determined by requiring that summing over all y gives unit probability.
A possible addition to the F field is to include also information on visibility and range of fire at different points, as is done in [ 161. The drawback of doing this is that it adds to the storage andor computation requirements for the background fields, thus destroying the attractive simplicity of the ants model.
In order to avoid loops, we added a small bias against moving back to where the ant came from. If the new position is equal to the ant's old position, a new random number is drawn and a new position is determined from it. This reduces the probability for the ant to go hack in its own track quadratically. We choose not to completely disallow hackmoves in order to avoid an ant getting trapped at a location with only one viable exit. The random number generator used in all simulations was Matlab's rand-function.
All ants are time-evolved in parallel. As soon as an ant reaches a target site it will stop and a trace of smell will be distributed along the way it took to reach this target. If the path lhat the ant has traveled is given by the sequence x, for i = 0,. . . , A t (with x g equal to the starting position), we change the smell field according to
(4)
For sites x not visited by the ant, the old value for S is propagated IO time t + 1. This smell will be used by other ants to determine their future time-evolution (and also displayed j The smell S will be updated during the run of the algorithm, S(x,,t+ 1) = S(x,,t) + -. see equation 4 below. A4 The probability 10 go to a site Y from x at time t is thus (2) given by A Y , x> t ) = 0 ferent mobilities for the enemy unit, to the user as an indication of where the interesting areas in the map are). A number of possible extensions can be made here: the ant could continue from the target when it has distributed its smell or it could be restarted at the start position.
Pseudo-code for the algorithm is shown in figure 1 . The output of the program is not the final positions of the ants but rather the effective potential S(x) determined by the distribution of smell on the map. This distribution will of course change as more and more ants reach the targets. This is an important feature of the algorithm: it will run in real-time and provide incrementally better and better approximations to the threat analysis.
Results
The test scenario presented here takes place on the map shown in figure 2 , where we also show the s t x t position (black circle, close to the center of the map) and the positions of five targets (black x:es, one at the middle of each side of the square and one below and to the right of the center). The enemy unit at the black circle is assumed to have different mobilities on the road (light grey), in the field (white) and forests (dark grey). In the simulations presented here, the mobility in the forests is considerably smaller than that in the other types of terrain, leading to almost zero probability of entering such areas.
In figure 3 , we present the "smell" left by the ants that is the output of the method. Smells of different strengths are presented using different gray-scales, where white represents the largest amount of smell in the figure and black the lowest. For visibility we chose to map the smell onto a nonlinear gray-scale using a histogram equalization method (see, e.g., [17] ) to determine the appropriate mapping from figure 3 is shown in figure 4. (In practice, the transformation works like a logarithmic grayscale -more smell-values are mapped to the same grayness at large smells than at lower. It works almost like a filter that filters out all smells higher than some threshold.
We found that this gave the best representation of the distribution for this medium. ) By comparing figure 4, which shows the smell after convergence, to figures 5 to 7 which show the smell at earlier times, we can see that the convergence is rather quick for most areas of the map. Note however the anomalous behavior near the top target. At times 100 and 200, the distribution of smell indicates that the enemy would take a detour going first left along the road and then up through fields to reach the top. At time 700, the method has discovered the "correct" avenue of approach to this target. This is a clear indication of the heuristic nature of the algorithm showing both the need to run ANTS until convergence and how it incrementally improves its output. We have also run tests using different numbers of ants. In figure 8 , we show the same scenario but using just 30 ants.
It is clear that this is too small a number of ants to he able to provide an accurate risk analysis: the upper target can not be found since the ants get stuck near the center. Figure 9 shows that using too many ants, in this case lo3, also does not lead to a good convergence of the smell. In this case it is probably due to too much smell being released near the start, which causes many of the ants to get trapped here. After some experimentation, we tentatively recommend using on the order of 100 ants for each simulation.
If there are many targets, it is better to divide the targets into sets containing on the order of 5 targets each and run a separate simulation for each set. The results can then he combined for display in the command and control system.
We have also made tests varying the number and loca- lions of the targets and found similar results to those in the scene presented here. As the number of targets and start positions increases, the probability distribution for future locations will be fuzzier and fuzzier. This also means that it will we harder and harder for a human analyst to determine what is happening. The ANTS algorithm provides hints for where the human should concentrate their attention. For analyzing a complex scene with perhaps dozens or hundreds of interesting goals, it is hest to use only a few targets (2) (3) (4) (5) at a time and instead run several simulations and combine their output. In this way, the ANTS method will he able to provide a rough guide to where the human analyst should focus their altention.
None of the simulations presented here took more than a minute to run using Matlab 6.5 on an I .4GHz AMD Athlon CPU, and most of the CPU-time was spent in Matlab's functions for displaying graphics . 
Visualizing possible avenues of approach
In order to show avenues of approach on the map, we converted the map to a gray-scale representation, using darker shades of gray for areas with smaller mobilities. All subsequent figures show what this map looks like using the smell as a filter to change the gray-scale. We used two different ways of combining the map and the smell. In the first (shown in figure IO) , the grayness of a pixel is the product of the map's grayness at that location and the grayness determined by the smell. In practice, this means that areas of the map where no ant has left any smell will be blackedout, while those areas that have the most smell (ix, that the ANTS algorithm consider most interesting) will appear normal. The purpose of this is to draw the user's attention to the avenues of approach, while the black portions require less attention. It is instructive to compare this with the way the map in computer strategy games like Civilization starts out black and then becomes visible only after the area has been explored by the player.
The second way of combination (figure 11) simply displays the maximum of the map-value and the smell-value at each pixel. This is a better representation since it shows more clearly where the ants move and is less influenced by the roads. The combination using multiplication is better for showing what areas the enemy can reach, while the max-combination better shows the relative differences in occupation probability, and can hence be used for determining where to increase surveillance or attack.
Note that the particular way we present the results is of course not a part of the algorithm. A real implementation would use colors and shading to combine these representations and also allow the user to display, e.g., only those places where the smell is larger than some cut-off value. targets and 100 ants.
6 An "exact" potential instead of
ANTS
An alternative to using ANTS to determine the effective potential induced by the targets on the terrain is to place sources at the target locations and calculate the exact potential at all locations in the map, taking into account also the terrain. Assuming GauUian sources of strengths K , and with widths U,, the potential at location x would then be 2 -11 rn -x 11' ll x -ro I 1 Tc -y x U I rt -rs II"), y x { l l rt -rg 11" ) -L", (9) with cy close to 1. Since (10) it is c l e a that ANTS gives a large speed-up over calculating the exact potential. 
Discussion
Conventional threat analysis takes the current situation and uses our knowledge of where our important assets are to try to predict where the enemy is headed. ANTS, in contrast, Rips the sides: we try to predict what the enemy will do by putting ourselves in their position and detennining what we would do, without assuming that the enemy has global information about our assets and positions. We argue that using a local-search method in this way gives a more robust threat prediction, since the output is determined by simulating the enemy, not by trying to guess their objectives. The ANTS algorithm can be easily adapted to new information regarding enemy behavior (by changing equation 3). This is important, since potential enemies will also have computer systems to aid them, probably leading to more surprising tactics.
Another goal of using ANTS is to minimize the amount of work needed by humans. Given a terrain map and the ID cations of enemy forces, humans can often determine possible avenues of approach visually, and then decide where to concentrate own forces and sensors in defense. Our method does not aim to completely replace such human analysis, hut can act as a first step by suggesting such avenues to the analyst. The output of our program, together with the output from the situation assessment routines that are used as inputs to our program, help the human operators to focus only on the most important parts of the map. In addition, since the ANTS algorithm is meant to run interactively and provide incrementally better distributions as time goes, it can also be adaDted to eive an answer to the auestion of 
Future extensions
Our current ANTS method can be extended in a number of ways. It is, for instance, possible to add some movement of the targets (i.e., our units) or to include changes in mobility caused by blowing up bridges.
In the simulations presented here, we have used just one type of object to track at all times. It is straightforward to extend the method so that it can handle situations where it is given several different types of objects (e.g., a platoon of tanks at position x and a company of infantry at position y) as input to get the combined threat posed by all of these. Ants with different mobilities should then be started at each of the enemy positions, and the output should be changed so that it gives smells for all types of objects. Ants should here he attracted primarily to smell of its own type, but also to that of other types. This makes it possible lo model things like tanks following scout patrols of infantry, or infantry following tanks.
The ANTS method as presented here can also be used for the more interesting problem of "opportunity analysis", i.e., to determine what possibilities own forces have given an accurate situation picture. We are planning to study these and other extensions to ANTS in future work.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we showed how ANTS can he used to get a quick worst-case risk assessment. By simulating the enemy instead of relying on static assumptions of their objectives, we obtain a method that is more robust if the enemy also uses computer-assisted command and control systems. The ANTS method should be integrated in a command and conirol system and provide a first, real-time indication of avenues of approach. More thorough analysis methods should also be part of this system and will give an updated more exact picture at some later time. The system should also contain modules that automatically compare the quick picture with the reliable one, and warns the human operators when they differ by too much.
The possible avenues of approach that is the output of the ANTS method can also aid in sensor allocation and management, to help determine which areas should he surveyed by sensors such as UAV's.
